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Abstract—Organizations that provide essential services such as electricity, healthcare, and secure financial transactions are required to use digital-security compliance programs to establish a baseline of minimum security. Unfortunately, these compliance programs are known to suffer from a multitude of issues (both in how they are written and in how organizations implement them), resulting in organizations implementing their own security measures to fill actual or perceived compliance gaps. In this study, we survey 40 security professionals from six U.S. essential-service sectors to gain insight into how organizations complement compliance to fix perceived security gaps, which measures worked particularly well, and how their organizations prioritize and evaluate the measures they adopt.

We find that organizations complement compliance programs often, with 37 of 40 participants confirming that their organizations have gone beyond what they perceive as mandated compliance measures to mitigate otherwise unaddressed risks. While participants were generally positive about these perceived complementary measures, they also reported challenges related to poor management, information saturation, and difficulty keeping complementary measures up-to-date and relevant. Based on these results, we recommend that compliance standards directly integrate guidance for carefully managing and auditing any perceived complementary measures that an organization chooses to implement and that organizations carefully plan end-to-end deployment and operation before implementing these measures.

I. INTRODUCTION

Public and private sector organizations that provide essential services must protect sensitive health and education data, secure transactions and financial records, and ensure that public utilities and services remain operational. Digital-security compliance programs are intended to help these organizations establish baseline minimum security standards to protect themselves and their users. Compliance standards specify policies and technical controls, such as disabling user accounts when employees no longer require them or encrypting stored sensitive data. Compliance is generally required for essential service organizations. Organizations that fail to comply with security standards may face significant fines (sometimes in the multi-million-dollar range) or lose access to sensitive information [10], [68].

Past evidence shows that organizations often struggle to achieve full compliance and fully compliant organizations are still vulnerable to security breaches [3], [15]–[18], [75]. Additionally, organizations that strictly adhere to compliance standards “by-the-letter” are not guaranteed security — and may even engender sub-optimal security conditions [83], [84]. Taken together, this situation adds up to a host of known issues with compliance, as identified in prior work [11], [24], [42], [46], [76]. In several cases, system administrators report taking additional steps beyond what they perceive as required for compliance to fill perceived security gaps [39], [56], [83].

In this study, we report on organizations’ use of these perceived complementary measures — policies and technical controls enacted to mend real or perceived security gaps and exceed compliance requirements. In particular, we explore how organizations decide when to add these measures, why they believe them to be necessary, and how they choose among them. To answer these questions, we surveyed 40 security professionals from multiple U.S. essential-service sectors who represent several multi-million dollar organizations. Participants reported which complementary measures their organizations use to address which perceived security gaps, which complementary measures worked particularly well (or poorly), and how their organizations prioritize and evaluate the complementary measures they adopt. Participants cumulatively reported using more than 21 different compliance standards, including protection programs for the electric grid, healthcare, military networks, and credit card payments.

In line with prior work, we find that only 10 participants believe compliance programs are themselves sufficient to establish baseline security. This could reflect problems with the standards themselves, or could arise from the organization not properly following the standard (even if they consider themselves compliant). Furthermore, 37 of 40 participants reported implementing complementary measures to mitigate risks perceived to be unaddressed by compliance standards.

Some of the most commonly reported perceived complementary measures include multi-factor authentication, endpoint detection and response tools, periodic account-access reviews, new physical access barriers, and threat-hunting processes.

Although the specifics of how and why organizations implement perceived complementary measures vary, we find that organizations often adopt complementary measures in response to security incidents, to reduce costs, when recommended by external experts, or when requested by (sometimes non-technical) executives.
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Compliance programs and challenges. The first digital-security operations, as well as prior research broadly examining human factors in enforcement [78]. Healthcare researchers have reported on the complications of implementing compliance mandates in practice and the factors that influence compliance [8, 80]. Others have documented human factors that inhibit compliance adoption and adherence, ranging from standards’ lack of accounting for non-optimal human behavior [56] to resistance to formal auditing and grading [98].

Outsourcing is another influential factor that shapes compliance programs. Hui et al. analyzed how system interdependency risks interact with security compliance requirements [45]. For instance, issues with industrial control systems may allow for known critical vulnerabilities to be unaddressed while an organization can be fully compliant [13].

Lastly, researchers found that organizations often use compliance standards as baseline security checklists, and organizations may have security issues because they follow compliance “by the letter” [83], [84], [99].

In an effort to avoid costly financial sanctions, organizations invest significant time preparing for a pending compliance audit and tend to neglect audit findings until the next pending audit requires action [75]. Researchers found significant organizational and cultural changes are necessary for compliance audits to become more meaningful than “check-the-box” requirements, to include: (1) regular policy updates that can keep pace with emerging technologies, (2) flexible implementation timelines for policy revisions, and (3) complementary training programs that emphasize security with respect to individuals’ personal work roles [63].

In our study, instead of focusing on problems associated with compliance programs directly, we focus on how organizations perceive compliance shortcomings, and therefore work around or supplement compliance programs to fulfill their security requirements.

**II. Background and Related Work**

We discuss compliance programs and their shortcomings, as well as prior research broadly examining human factors in security operations.

**Compliance programs and challenges.** The first digital-security compliance programs in the United States originated in the mid-1980s and required federal organizations to protect their information systems [67]. Compliance programs are designed to ensure organizations establish baseline security and typically have provisions for enacting sanctions for non-compliance. In this section, we review past research involving compliance programs.

Correctly understanding and implementing legal obligations in compliance program texts have been studied by many researchers. Breaux et al. focused on the difficulty of implementing compliance programs, specifically the ambiguity and complexity of the legal language that is used to describe rights and obligations that compliance programs require [15]–[18]. Similarly, Agarwal et al. proposed a flexible and modular compliance assessment framework that would help companies understand their legal obligations [3].

Complications with compliance vary by business sector, but are well documented. For instance, in finance, Rahaman et al. examined the PCI certification process, finding an alarming gap between PCI-DSS as written and its real-world enforcement [78]. Healthcare researchers have reported on the complications of implementing compliance mandates in practice and the factors that influence compliance [8, 80].

Outsourcing is another influential factor that shapes compliance programs. Hui et al. analyzed how system interdependency risks interact with security compliance requirements [45]. For instance, issues with industrial control systems may allow for known critical vulnerabilities to be unaddressed while an organization can be fully compliant [13].

In an effort to avoid costly financial sanctions, organizations invest significant time preparing for a pending compliance audit and tend to neglect audit findings until the next pending audit requires action [75]. Researchers found significant organizational and cultural changes are necessary for compliance audits to become more meaningful than “check-the-box” requirements, to include: (1) regular policy updates that can keep pace with emerging technologies, (2) flexible implementation timelines for policy revisions, and (3) complementary training programs that emphasize security with respect to individuals’ personal work roles [63].

In our study, instead of focusing on problems associated with compliance programs directly, we focus on how organizations perceive compliance shortcomings, and therefore work around or supplement compliance programs to fulfill their security requirements.
stemming from insufficient training, poor communication, and evaluation criteria disconnected from meaningful performance metrics [54]. Puhakainen and Siponen studied employee non-compliance with information security policies and found that theory-based training achieved positive results [79]. Dietrich et al. found that security misconfigurations (which some compliance programs address), have similar human deficiencies [28].

Research from Alomar et al. discusses breakdowns in trust, communication, and resourcing that inhibit the effectiveness of vulnerability disclosure programs [5]. Furnell et al. identified multiple usability concerns in incident response tools as well as the occasional need for internally-developed tools [34]. Sundaramurthy et al. highlight the consequences of “build-once-sell-to-everyone” security vendor models on SOCs and also found that in-house, tailored solutions may best support analysts’ needs [87].

Focusing on security analyst performance, Sundaramurthy et al. observed burnout rates within SOCs and identified possible solutions for sustaining morale and completion of security tasks [86]. Dykstra and Paul found that analysts’ fatigue and stress levels increase throughout the day, affecting their ability to perform security tasks and suggesting analysts’ tools and environment need to offset frustration where possible [30]. Other researchers focused on reducing the impacts of information overload to help incident responders improve mitigation efforts against true-positive attacks [40]. Our study adds to our overall understanding of security operations by specifically exploring the use of perceived complementary measures to supplement compliance requirements.

III. METHOD

In this section, we discuss our survey design, our participant recruitment, and the quantitative and qualitative analysis we conducted on participant responses.

This study was reviewed and classified as “exempt” by the University of Maryland Institutional Review Board, indicative of minimal risk to human subjects and minimal collection of identifiable data. We asked participants to provide information about their professional experiences, perceptions, and background, and we did not collect personally identifiable information. Due to the sensitive nature of unmitigated security vulnerabilities, we instructed participants to only disclose information they were comfortable with sharing; additionally, we generalize many of our findings to protect organizations and systems.

A. Survey design

We designed a 21-question survey with a combination of open-ended and close-ended questions in four sections: introduction/screening, baseline understanding, assessment of complementary measures, and demographics (Appendix A). Research suggests that the quality of survey responses decreases over time, and excessively long surveys may result in a participant quitting the study [44]. To this end, we designed our surveys for experts to complete within 25–30 minutes of focused effort, in line with suggested best practices [35]. Actual completion time averaged 27.9 minutes ($\sigma = 2.4$). Participants were not compensated directly, but were invited to opt into a raffle for one of two $50 gift cards.

First, participants answered screening questions (see Section III-B) to ensure they were qualified to address our research questions.

Next, we asked two questions to better understand (1) if participants’ organizations believed compliance is sufficient to protect their systems and data, and (2) if participants’ organizations employed proactive security controls to address threats perceived not to be covered by compliance programs. Participants who indicated their current employer enacts defensive measures complementary to compliance controls were directed to the next section; otherwise they were directed to the demographics section.

The third section presented participants with a list of 18 proactive security controls, selected from a corpus of digital-security risk-mitigation literature [37], [89], [94] and previous research on applied security [30], [54], [82], [83]. Note that while we verified that the listed security controls were complementary to at least one standard, they are not necessarily complementary to all possible standards. We asked participants to select all of the controls they employ that they perceive to complement required compliance controls at their organizations. Additionally, to improve thoroughness and coverage, we allowed for participants to describe and discuss other (unlisted) security controls they may employ as perceived complementary measures.

If participants selected more than five complementary measures, we asked them to select the five controls they were most interested in discussing. We chose five controls because our survey pilot suggested that this number achieved a reasonable balance between acquiring more information and keeping the survey as short as possible. We then randomized the order of the participants’ five selections and asked six questions per control. Two questions were Likert-scale questions asking (1) how frequently the participant’s organization assesses the control’s effectiveness and (2) how well the control has worked out for their organization. Four of these six questions were open-ended and asked participants to describe in detail: (1) why was the control implemented, (2) the aspects that worked well (or not well) with implementation, (3) how participants ensured that the perceived complementary measures were compatible with compliance standards, and (4) the key factors for prioritizing perceived complementary measures.

Next, we collected demographic information about participants’ experience and perspective. These included specific work role, current business sector, years of experience, and information about their clientele.

Finally, we asked for participants’ permission to contact them if we required response clarification or for future studies. Survey pilot. Prior to broadly distributing our survey, we asked two security professionals to complete the survey and provide feedback, specifically focused on question relevance, completeness, and clarity. We updated the survey based on
pilot feedback and overall study flow; the final version of the survey is given in Appendix A.

B. Recruitment and Screening

We leveraged personal contacts, email distribution lists, and social media outlets tailored towards multiple different business sectors to assist with response diversity. Specifically, we sought participants from the following sectors: government, healthcare, financial services, consumer services, information technology, and education. We also employed snowball sampling, in which participants recommended other qualified professionals. Diversifying participants based on their current work role and business sector supports ecological validity and ensures findings represent varying perspectives.

We screened participants using four criteria: (1) they were actively employed by an organization that uses digital-security compliance programs, (2) their current job involved compliance standards, (3) their current work role, and (4) their experience level with information technology and compliance programs.

The first two factors ensure participants are dealing with compliance currently. Additionally, we selected participants who serve as security managers, security analysts, security engineers, governance experts, or software developers to increase the likelihood participants provided responses from a technical perspective.

We also screened participants to verify they were fluent in English, over 18 years old, and within the United States.

C. Data Analysis

We use both qualitative and quantitative analysis to identify themes and trends across participant responses. 

Validation of complementary measures. We manually checked many of the reported complementary measures and, in our opinion, nearly all were indeed complementary, meaning that applicable compliance standards the participant reported do not actually require the measure’s use.1 We discarded responses from one respondent (not included in the 40 participants reported on below) who appeared to specify incorrect measures, and whose responses were low-quality in general. A Sankey diagram is shown in Appendix C that relates the standards to the reported complementary measures.

We performed spot checks due to the complexity of verifying, as outsiders, if a measure was required. Some participants reported compliance standards that we could not access, such as “University IT standards” or “Other financial regulations”. In other cases, the standard is vague and the determination of whether a security measure is complementary is unclear. For instance, the NIST Cybersecurity Framework [65] states in PR.AC-7 that “Users, devices, and other assets are authenticated (e.g., single-factor, multi-factor) commensurate with the risk of the transaction (e.g., individuals’ security and privacy risks and other organizational risks).” Therefore, we cannot effectively determine whether the security measure of multi-factor authentication is complementary to the NIST Cybersecurity Framework. We therefore trusted our expert participants to follow the guidelines of our questions and to select security measures that they perceived to be complementary.

Iterative open coding. Two researchers independently analyzed all participant open-ended responses using iterative open coding, creating a codebook to categorize responses based on labels [85]. For each response, coders may identify one or more applicable category labels. These categories are then aggregated into broader themes [25].

If a survey response was unclear, coders would request clarification or further information from the participant via email (if the participant had consented to additional contact within their survey response); otherwise, discard the response. Only two potential participants’ responses were discarded.

To establish a baseline codebook, the two researchers jointly coded a random 10% of the data set (n=4). This established a working set of label definitions.

Next, each researcher independently coded a new subset of the data (n=5) and calculated the resulting Krippendorff’s Alpha (α = 0.8594) across the entire codebook. Krippendorff’s Alpha measures inter-rater reliability — a measure of consistency among independent coders — while accounting for chance agreements [41]. An α value above 0.8 indicates high reliability [58, 62].

All disagreements during this iteration were associated with participants’ use of technical jargon that could have multiple interpretations. All disagreements were fully resolved, the codebook was updated, and the researchers again independently coded a new subset of the data (n=5) with an α = 0.8229. With two consecutive independent IRR scores above 0.8, the two researchers split the remaining 26 responses and independently coded them using a shared, collaborative codebook.

The two researchers iteratively updated the codebook as needed; when revisions were made, the researchers re-coded previously analyzed answers accordingly. We repeated this process until we resolved all disagreements and the codebook was stable. Both coders attained thematic saturation [21, pg. 113-115] in each of the five codebook subsets prior to exhausting the list of participant responses. The final codebook is given in Appendix B.

Statistical analysis. We asked two Likert-scale questions about each complementary control participants described: their satisfaction with the control and how frequently that control is assessed. Note that we use satisfaction as shorthand for the question wherein we asked our participants to tell us how well a certain complementary security measure worked for their organization.

To compare satisfaction across groups of controls, we used an ordinal logistic, mixed-model (random effect) regression [22]. This approach is appropriate for ordinal, non-continuous Likert data, while accounting for multiple answers from individual participants. We added the adaptive Gauss-
Hermite quadrature approximation with ten quadrature points to the model for better accuracy and fitting [77]. Full details of this regression are given in Appendix VI.

To examine whether satisfaction is correlated with frequency of assessment, we used the non-parametric Kendall rank correlation coefficient, appropriate for ordinal data [1].

In both cases, we use $\alpha = 0.05$.

D. Limitations

Like all research, our work should be interpreted in the context of its limitations.

For each finding, we provide counts for the number of participants who expressed that theme (and where relevant, the number of applicable security controls) to provide context. However, it is possible that participants may have omitted mentioning a specific concept when responding to open-ended questions rather than explicitly disagreeing with the concept. Therefore, we do not use statistical hypothesis tests for these questions, nor do we intend to imply prevalence.

Our recruitment messages and consent waiver explained the purpose of the study, which may lead to a self-selection bias such that personnel most interested in the study were more likely to anonymously participate. However, this may also suggest that participants were prepared to think more critically about how compliance affects their security decisions.

All participants self-reportedly work directly with compliance standards and their experiences with compliance may reduce the possibility of demand characteristics — an experimental artifact in which participants unconsciously change their behavior to perform well within a study [73]. By allowing participants to complete anonymous online surveys, participants may be more likely to provide open-ended, candid feedback without fear of attribution or negative impacts from their employers [31].

We selected the complementary measures from a corpus of digital-security risk-mitigation literature and previous research on applied security, which might have led to a non-representative set of perceived complementary measures. We believe that we mitigated this issue by providing the opportunity for our participants to introduce unlisted measures.

In instances where participants indicated that their organization employs five or more complementary measures, we asked the participant to select five controls they were most interested in discussing. This response limit may have introduced some bias into our results. We felt this was acceptable to ensure we asked about controls for which participants were highly knowledgeable and/or most willing to provide detailed responses.

We acknowledge that long surveys can induce fatigue; however, we saw no evidence of participants’ answers degrading in quality or depth in later portions of the survey. Consistent response quality may be attributed to participants’ enthusiasm about the topic or that they found the topic important. Our average survey completion time is consistent with other completion times across multiple fields of study [79].

When our participants mention that they believe compliance programs are insufficient to establish baseline security, this might be for a number of reasons besides flaws in the compliance program itself. This expert opinion could vary based on the extent of the organization’s implementation of the compliance program or based on the expert’s experience (or lack thereof) with the compliance program’s implementation. While we cannot know for certain why the compliance program is insufficient, our results shed light on the complementary measures that organizations do employ to address the shortcomings of compliance programs (either in the implementation or specification).

Our participants are from a variety of business sectors, and correspondingly their organizations are subject to a range of different compliance standards, adding variance to their experiences. In addition, there might be variance in the punitive factors in compliance enforcement based on the participant’s industry or experience. However, our primary goal is to understand the processes by which organizations select and manage perceived complementary measures, regardless of which standards they are supplementing; as we discuss later, we find clear patterns and continuities across multiple participants’ situations.

Lastly, the limitations of surveying expert participants, and of self-reported data in general, are well documented [23], [96]. Throughout this study, participant responses represent their informed, but not infallible, perceptions of security compliance. Although we manually validated many responses, we acknowledge that some participants may believe a measure is complementary when in reality it is part of the compliance program. However, given the wide variance in security implementation across various sectors, these responses represent expert insight into how compliance standards are understood and implemented in practice in complex real-world organizations. As such, the resulting insights about how and why organizations decided to add complementary measures are meaningful even if these decisions are not always correct. Quantitative and qualitative research best practices indicate that expert survey responses are reliable for identifying salient trends and reaching valid conclusions [12], [29].

IV. Results

In this section, we present the results of our study on the use of perceived complementary measures to address the shortcomings of digital security compliance programs within organizations that provide essential services. We report participant demographics, describe the ways in which participants reported that compliance programs left their organizations exposed to risk, detail the corresponding controls organizations implement as complements, and discuss the various issues that arise when implementing these perceived measures.

Throughout this section, we annotate prevalence by describing with $n$ the number of participants that reported a particular finding and with $c$ the number of controls to which the particular finding was reported to apply.
TABLE I: Participant demographics (n=40). First column highlights represented business sectors, current work roles, and educational background. Second column describes the number of employees at participants’ organizations, the size of participants’ clientele, and experience levels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sector</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer services</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial services</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthcare</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information tech</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Job Role</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security Analyst</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developer</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security Engineer</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Education</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate degree</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B.S.</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associates</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNTA</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Org Size</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0–50</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51–150</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>151–500</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>501–1000</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000+</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clientele</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–500</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>501–5000</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5001–100k</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10k–100k</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100k+</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Experience (yrs)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2–5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6–10</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11–15</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16–20</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;20</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Participants

We recruited 100 participants for this study. In total, we discarded 41 responses due to a lack of participant qualification and 19 partial responses. Among the remaining 40 participants whose responses we analyze, we achieved data saturation by the fifteenth participant. These response rates, rejection rates, and population size were consistent with previously published studies with similar methods, participant types, and goals [7], [14], [19], [91]. Table I describes our overall sample, and detailed information about each participant is provided in Appendix B.

Our study participants included security managers (e.g., CIOs, CISOs, and SOC directors), specialists in compliance and governance, developers of security software, security engineers, and security analysts. Ten participants served as senior security officials for multi-million dollar organizations with client bases of more than 100,000 customers. These organizations represented six business sectors: consumer services, education, financial services, government, healthcare, and information technology. Twenty-six participants had more than 10 years of experience. Overall, our participants averaged 15.33 years of experience (σ = 7.13) working in information technology alongside compliance standards; median experience was 15 years.

Specific experiences of our participants may vary depending on the particular compliance standards in effect and how organizations perceive the shortcomings of the standard. The top 30% of compliance standards most frequently used by our participants are: National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Cybersecurity Framework (n=33), Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) (n=17), Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS) (n=14), Federal Information Security Management Act (FISMA) (n=12), and at least one document from the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) (n=12). Figure 1 shows the distribution of compliance standards in greater detail. The full list is reported in Appendix C.

B. Compliance is insufficient

As discussed in Section II, many previous works detail complications with organizations implementing compliance programs. The following results provide further evidence from multiple business sectors that compliance programs are often perceived to be insufficient for establishing baseline levels of security against common threats.

Overall, only 10 of 40 participants felt that their organizations were adequately protected from most threats by compliance programs. Seven participants were unsure about the protection provided, and 23 indicated that compliance insufficiently protected their organizations and systems. Participant P17 stated that compliance failed to protect their organization from “nearly all threats. Compliance is so high-level and abstract it is nothing more than a ‘CYA’ [cover your ass] effort to make leaders invest in security.” Similar sentiment was shared by other participants, with 21 participants indicating that compliance was in some ways disconnected from addressing realistic threats faced by their respective organizations. Of note, this negative sentiment was shared by a majority of participants across all business sectors except for finance. Participant P11 — our only participant from the finance sector — offered their view of why they believed compliance standards were sufficient:

“Compliance standards are sufficient because there are SO many. The financial industry is literally choked with compliance standards. The real issue is whether the financial companies can implement those standards with enough flexibility to keep up
with the changing threats, and that will depend upon the organization.” (P11)

In total, 37 participants indicated that they employed supplemental security controls (not required by compliance) to mitigate unaddressed threats. Here, seven of the ten participants who previously indicated that compliance was sufficient for their organization explained that their organization faced specific threats and that compliance standards were too abstract to account for these threats. Participant P28 summarized the sentiment of these 37 participants, stating that:

“[Compliance is] a baseline to ensure you’re thinking about controls in many domains at a minimal/moderate [level]. Very often even the baseline controls are not even implemented well to begin with. [Compliance is] a starting point not a destination.” (P28)

We then asked participants what specific threats were unaddressed by compliance programs, as implemented in their organizations. We categorized these responses, and the largest category was emerging threats (n=10). Participant P19 stated that “published standards do not have sufficient flexibility and adaptability to changing threat types and methodologies. They serve only to resolve known or historic issues.” These attitudes align well with findings in prior work. Compliance standards vary in how often they are updated, but nearly all fail to provide feedback opportunities after major version releases [83], and malicious exploit development surpasses the ability of compliance authors to modernize standards [2].

Seven participants stated that compliance does not adequately protect organizations from insider threats (n=7). This aligns with prior work suggesting insider threats possess privileged insight that allows them to bypass superficially-implemented defenses required by compliance [25], [47], [48], [90].

Other threats perceived to be uncovered by compliance but mentioned less frequently were: relying on self-reporting for security issues (n=1), denial of service attacks (n=1), phishing attempts (n=1), and untrained compliance auditors (n=1) who require modifications to security that have “no traceability to mission/business requirements.”

To proactively defend their organizations from these perceived unaddressed threats, our 40 participants reported that they collectively employ 300 complementary measures to augment compliance. (As detailed in Section III-A, participants were asked to select all applicable complementary measures from a predetermined list of 18, and offered space to report up to five additional measures under ‘other.’) After deduplicating the ‘other’ responses, we obtained a final list of 23 unique complementary measures that we bin within four different categories: (1) training and exercises, (2) human-focused reviews, (3) passive defense, and (4) continually evolving defenses.

### Training and exercises

- Hands-on training (n=75)
- On-the-job mentoring (n=30)
- On-the-job peering (n=14)
- Machine Learning (n=14)

### Human-focused reviews

- Change control (n=21)
- Periodic access (n=12)
- Threat modeling (n=14)
- Integrity review (n=14)

### Passive defense

- MFA for accounts (n=32)
- Multi-factor authentication (MFA) for account protection (n=9)
- Zero clients (n=9)
- Sandboxing (n=9)

### Continually evolving defenses

- EDR (n=103)
- Threat hunting (n=82)
- Vulnerability disclosure or bug bounty (n=73)
- Machine Learning (n=26)
- MFA for physical access (n=19)
- Live security (n=13)
- Threat modeling (n=11)
- On-the-job peering (n=9)

Fig. 2: Distribution of complementary measures used by participants across four categories of controls. Block size and color indicate prevalence, with MFA reported as the most-used complementary measure (c=32) and five different controls mentioned only once each.

Highlights the gap between the speed and complexity of their attacks and the efficacy of compliance programs [20].

To proactively defend their organizations from these perceived unaddressed threats, our 40 participants reported that they collectively employ 300 complementary measures to augment compliance. (As detailed in Section III-A, participants were asked to select all applicable complementary measures from a predetermined list of 18, and offered space to report up to five additional measures under ‘other.’) After deduplicating the ‘other’ responses, we obtained a final list of 23 unique complementary measures that we bin within four different categories: (1) training and exercises, (2) human-focused reviews, (3) passive defense, and (4) continually evolving defenses. Training and exercises involve employees gaining exposure to defensive techniques interactively through hands-on training (n=19), formal mentorship programs (n=16), and tabletop “talk-through” exercises (n=15). Human-focused reviews are triggered by events and require human-in-the-loop interactions. Examples include change control boards that review and approve changes to digital systems (n=18), periodic account access reviews (n=21), or proactively assessing risks and developing mitigation strategies through threat modeling (n=16). Passive defenses involve technologies that infrequently require human interaction; examples include multi-factor authentication (MFA) for account protection (n=32) and zero-client hosts that provide users with new, pristine workstations for every use (n=9). Lastly, continually evolving defenses
require extensive human-in-the-loop involvement to actively reduce threat exposure. The most used continually evolving defenses include endpoint detection and response tools (EDR) (n=26), which focus on detecting and investigating suspicious activities on endpoint systems such as workstations; implementing physical access controls (n=13) due to both physical and digital organizational changes (e.g., office swaps, new server rooms, or influx in hiring); threat hunting (n=20), where defenders attempt to identify and defeat known or unknown threats that have already bypassed existing security; and threat intelligence (n=19), information feeds that inform defenders about emerging threats and recent events.

The full list of reported controls is included in Appendix D and illustrated in Figure 2.

C. Going beyond compliance

Given that participants report compliance programs insufficiently address threats, we next explore how and why organizations choose to complement compliance controls. More than any other reported reason, we find that compliant organizations implement perceived complementary measures after they encounter a security incident. Other key factors include reducing overall costs and gaining better insight into network activity. Overall, we find that participants generally have a positive outlook on perceived complementary measures and the benefits they provide their respective organizations.

Security incidents lead organizations to adopt new controls. While we did not specifically ask if participants’ organizations were the victims of a security breach, many offered that past incidents were a driving factor for implementing complementary measures after they encounter a security incident. Other key factors include reducing overall costs and gaining better insight into network activity. Overall, we find that participants generally have a positive outlook on perceived complementary measures and the benefits they provide their respective organizations.

Participant P29 reported that their organization “does not embrace complementary measures, which has led to several incidents,” resulting in adoption of complementary defenses after the incidents. Participants (n=2) touched on the reactive inclinations of their respective organizations, with P23 stating that their organization waits until “incidents or threats appear, [then] prioritization changes.”

We note that even though organizations implemented perceived complementary measures after an incident, not all of the new controls were directly related to the previous incident. By implementing new complementary measures after incidents — whether or not related to the original problem — security teams signaled to their organization that they were dedicating resources (e.g., money and personnel) to improve overall security (n=3).

In addition to actual incidents, red teams — digital security professionals who act as an adversary to assess networks and systems — have a similar impact on implementing complementary measures. This make sense, as red teams are essentially controlled incidents. Three participants reported that they are more likely to initiate complementary improvements to compliance programs after a penetration test. This aligns with prior work suggesting that formal vulnerability reports can have a large impact [5], [97].

Organizations seek controls that reduce costs. Twenty participants indicated that budgetary constraints were key factors in deciding to implement controls not perceived as required by compliance. Five of these 20 said that if they were to complement compliance, the new complementary measures would need to reduce task completion times and overall costs. Participant P15 seeks “potential for asymmetric gains — [controls that let] a human do the same work 10x faster, or achieving quality/thoroughness that would be unachievable by any number of humans.” P40 looks for automation and “time savings by reducing staff labor hours.” Business re-engineering researchers highlight these concepts as best practices, choosing to optimize the total effectiveness of employees rather than downsizing [38]. Similarly, P14 stated that some solutions “may be limiting if [they] are too time or labor intensive,” and their organization will avoid hiring new personnel to extend security beyond compliance.

When advocating for solutions that augment compliance, P09 and P10 had to appeal to senior management in terms of return on investment and getting the most “bang-for-buck.” However, Participant P24 indicates this is not always the case:

“Larger-budgeted enterprises can initiate security decisions at various levels based on what is needed, [while] organizations with low funding need to invest time into basic measures such as routine reviews of patch management and privileged account access or other inexpensive proactive measures like tabletop reviews of incident response scenarios and in-person user training (that is actually engaging and informative).” (P24)
The notion that larger-budgeted organizations permit lower echelons of decision makers to test various perceived complementary controls is corroborated by P33, who said technicians at their organization are permitted to “[perform] pilots to determine if solutions were right for the need.”

Machine learning (ML) (n=3), on-the-job mentorship (n=4), and hands-on training (n=3) were other controls perceived as not required by compliance that participants selected to address skill shortages and overcome hiring limitations. P37, when discussing machine learning, stated that “humans do not scale and are in short supply, and security data is growing exponentially.” P26 similarly reported that they use ML because there is “not enough staff to keep up with human analysis” required to monitor compliance-mandated security platforms. P08 uses on-the-job mentoring at their organization because many of their employees are entry-level and have little to no compliance experience; they said it is in their organization’s best interest to “mentor our young employees to ensure they will be vigilant in the requirements of compliance and overall site security.”

Some participants (n=2) cautioned about letting budgetary constraints drive security decisions when adopting perceived complementary measures. P16 lamented their organization’s decision to adopt EDR technologies: “we bought trash solutions from the lowest bidder.”

**There are unspoken benefits to having an incident.** Budgeting constraints not only affect the adoption of complementary measures, but in some cases create perverse incentives. Participant P31 stated that the occurrence of incidents actually helps security teams advocate for a higher budget prioritization. Participants P02 and P27 similarly discuss an often unspoken trade-off between security and budgeting. “If you have perfect security, you obviously don’t need your whole budget so let’s give it to someone else that needs things more,” stated P02. For P27, “security breaches are a strong, public-facing signal that something is wrong and resources need to be applied to fix it. Embarrassment will continue until it is fixed.” These comments fit with prior observations that security practitioners constantly compete for a slice of their organization’s overall budget and must consistently demonstrate a return on security investments. This reality may motivate security teams to roll out complementary measures over time, continually demonstrating to budget-controlling officials a need for growth beyond baseline compliance security.

**Compliance measures do not provide requisite network insight.** Participants reported that they need complementary measures to assist with decision-making because the insights provided by compliance controls were insufficient; this accords with findings from Kokulu et al. For example, participants reported that in their experience standard compliance controls lacked visibility into network traffic flows and user activities. P36 explained one point of frustration with the NIST Cybersecurity Framework, General Data Protection Regulation, California Consumer Privacy Act, and other financial standards:

> “It’s impossible to defend a network where I can’t tell you how many workstations are attached. How many belong to us? We can’t connect what users are visiting what sites, so how can I tell who downloaded malware?” (P36)

Complementary measures, therefore, are often intended to provide improved understanding, allowing managers and technicians to make better defensive decisions. In fact, participants (n=36) indicated they employed perceived complementary measures to enhance the effectiveness of other digital defenses, some of which were mandated by compliance programs. Participant P28 uses EDR to support compliance-mandated anti-virus and post-incident reporting:

> “Simple signature based AV is dead. EDR tooling gives a much richer vision of process execution that is valuable for both detection and forensics.” (P28)

Participant P32 decided to use MFA to complement their password policies and provide “an additional level of security that assists in reducing the occurrence of gaining access to critical systems.”

**Organizations rely on external recommendations.** Sixteen participants indicated that they rely heavily on the advice of experts from outside their organization or on external marketing to make security decisions not required by compliance (n=16). Four participants stated that the reputation of external experts plays a role in whether they adopt the recommendation or not (n=4). Participant P37 spends “a good bit of time finding vendors with truly useful technologies and not just well-marketed snake oil” when following up on external recommendations.

Executive-level decisions made in isolation are seen as harmful. Several participants reported that executives within organizations, some without technology backgrounds, make decisions to complement compliance without input from their technicians (n=5). This led to frustrations within the organization, with P22 feeling that many decisions about perceived complementary measures were based on “political pressure” to partner with a particular vendor, or “based entirely on [the] whim of [the] CIO” without an operational need or threat model to justify the decisions. Similarly, P23 said complementary measures such as threat intelligence are “often
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D. Additional measures are not a panacea

Despite participants generally having a favorable outlook, participants also warn that perceived complementary measures are not one-size-fits-all. In this section, we highlight a range of challenges and complications associated with adoption of perceived complementary controls.

Positive benefits come at a cost. Participants’ efforts to fix security gaps perceived to be uncovered by compliance programs came at a cost to the organization — consuming time, money, or additional human capital (n=37). As one example of such a trade-off, training and exercises invest in the technical competency of the workforce but also require employees to spend time away from their primary jobs. P36, for example, noted this challenge: “We usually see instant benefits after training. . . . We typically cycle people through training in small groups so the overall security team still functions.” P02 similarly warned about significant planning obligations leading up to exercises: “two planners from our SOC participated in [about] 100 hours of planning for 12 hours of training.” Mentorship programs similarly improve security posture at the cost of additional person-hours. P35 praised that these programs “Raise talent level. Strengthen internal rapport, structure, work product[s]. Shorten responses and knowledge transfer [during] emergencies.” However, P36 cautioned that mentorship requires effort and planning: “If you don’t set aside

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control Category</th>
<th>Odds Ratio</th>
<th>Conf. Int.</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Passive Defenses (c=52)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training and Exer. (c=75)</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>[0.06, 0.47]</td>
<td>0.0008*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human-focused Rev. (c=70)</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>[0.07, 0.52]</td>
<td>0.0012*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cont. Evolving Def. (c=103)</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>[0.04, 0.29]</td>
<td>&lt;0.001*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II: Summary of regression modeling participant satisfaction levels as a function of control category. Results demonstrate that passive defenses were preferred over other complementary measure categories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proactive Control Group</th>
<th>τ</th>
<th>Correlation</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Passive Defense</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>Weak (+)</td>
<td>0.6057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training and Exer.</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>Weak (+)</td>
<td>0.2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human-focused Rev.</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>Weak (+)</td>
<td>0.1148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cont. Evolving Def.</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>Weak (+)</td>
<td>0.0137*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III: Ordinal association between participants’ satisfaction level with each control and their reported assessment frequency.

seen as a ‘check the block’ [box] function for executives to claim they are doing things” to defend the network from threats perceived to be uncovered by compliance — often without a clear understanding of the expected outcomes.

P06 warned about the misalignment of resources based on these types of decisions, recalling a time when their organization chose to buy a new security platform rather than exploring why their existing tools failed: “Interesting technology is great but if it doesn’t address a critical need, we end up working on less important needs.” P30 stated, “once it is determined what product is wanted [by managers], security is brought in to assess [the solution], which is slightly backwards.” P22 made a similar point discussing their company’s implementation of EDR: “It was a dumpster fire” because the purchased solution only worked on a fraction of the company’s systems.

Bottom-up recommendations to managers shaped implementation strategies. Eight participants who were managers said they implemented perceived complementary measures based on technician-identified needs to address security gaps that remain despite compliance standards. In total, managers implemented 26 controls based on bottom-up suggestions from security employees. Managers said they adopted these controls to reduce the time required to accomplish tasks, improve overall performance, and enhance shared ownership of the security situation.

Organizations generally have a positive outlook on perceived complementary measures. Thirty participants indicated that their complementary measures had valuable outcomes for their organizations. More specifically, seven participants reported that their security investments made their organization’s overall attack surfaces smaller. For example, P03 stated that their use of vulnerability disclosure programs,
time for it, it isn’t happening. But if you set aside time for it, plan for what isn’t being done during that time.”

In another example of trade-offs associated with complementary measures, participants noted that human-focused reviews require organizations to trade speed for enhanced security. Participant P12 stated change control in their organization “slowed down change but increased reliability”; P20 made similar comments. According to P35, human-focused reviews in general should have mechanisms for “temporarily breaking bureaucracy” under urgent circumstances and should optimize everyday timelines when possible — factors often not accounted for in compliance programs [83].

Participants also reported usability concerns with passive defenses (n=11) that diverted a significant amount of time away from other security tasks. MFA, the most commonly employed complementary measure, also had the most usability concerns. Six participants (n=6), representing each surveyed business sector, stated the security benefits of MFA came with usability challenges including lost smart cards, the migration of soft tokens to new phones, and lost hardware tokens (thus, corroborating complications discussed by Neware et al. [66]). Similarly, P17 and P19 highlight security-usability trade-offs in the use of zero-client systems, which have no host operating system or storage and instead serve a clean virtual desktop that is erased after each use. Zero-client systems can create an “easy to establish ‘gold’ [standard that can be] updated as needed,” (P17), but the lack of “persistence or personalization of the operating environment” (P19) can inhibit required work.

P25 indicated that some organizations implement controls without thinking about the “next step” of usability. For example, with sandboxing, their organization suffers from usability “challenges [in] getting samples from the live environment to the [forensics] sandbox in a safe manner.” Mapping out end-to-end use cases may provide a benefit in adopting new technologies.

P21 noted trade-offs in implementing end-to-end encryption, a passive defense measure: the security and privacy benefits “must be balanced with needs for logging, troubleshooting and forensics,” including creating challenges during incident investigation.

Complementary measures should not conflict with compliance. While complementary measures are intended to augment compliance controls, they are not always fully compatible with existing compliance standards as implemented. Participants reported that for 46 implemented complementary measures (c=30 from the government sector), there was no check for compatibility with compliance. P21’s comment about end-to-end encryption, for example, noted that this complementary measure may inhibit collection of logging data that is required under some compliance regimes.

Sometimes incompatibilities between compliance controls and perceived complementary measures are more nuanced: P19 claimed that tabletop exercises do not have anything to do with compliance. However, considering compliance while executing tabletop exercises may help ensure participants practice compliant actions such as protecting sensitive information from improper disclosure [52], [88].

However, some participants did report that their organizations carefully consider compatibility when implementing perceived complementary measures. Participant P28 described their organization’s methodical selection process for ensuring compatibility with existing programs. Five participants reported that they looked specifically for MFA solutions marketed as “compliance-ready” before buying, a trend previously identified by Julisch et al. [53]. When incompatible issues arise, P40 stated they “encourage self-report[ing]” when compliance may have been violated, which runs contrary to many zero-tolerance policies that enact financial sanctions for all infractions [68].

Poorly-managed measures provide reduced benefit. Eleven participants reported instances of perceived complementary measures that provided reduced or even no benefit when poorly managed within their organization (n=11). Participant P27 indicated that their organization paid “six figures” for intrusion detection systems that remained in storage and were never set up (a pilot participant also reported a similar situation).

P25 said of their vulnerability disclosure program: “developing the program was great... informing everyone of its existence has been a struggle.” As a result, few vulnerabilities have been discovered or remediated. In contrast, P24 said marketing for their disclosure program yielded high participation with “over 100 vulnerabilities identified” despite their organization being at least facially compliant. However, uncovering vulnerabilities using a disclosure program may still not be sufficient if there is no plan in place to manage them: P01’s organization had issues reported, but they “go into a backlog where they don’t get remediated.” This finding accords with other examples of mismanagement of vulnerability disclosure programs [5].

Three participants reported financial losses when implementing threat hunting because their organization hired unqualified employees and did not adequately understand their own networks (n=3). Participant P17 stated that it “turns out finding unknown threats from systems that aren’t baselined is hard.” Since their organization’s compliance programs did not require up-to-date documentation (such as network maps), the organization paid hunters to sift through a network that its own administrators did not understand. P16 similarly said, “we go where we fear the threats are, rather than where they actually are,” that their organization often “ignores their [threat hunters’] findings,” and “fails to train, equip, or employ [threat hunters] properly.” P12 was “not convinced [their organization] brought in the right hunters.” As with vulnerability disclosure programs, threat hunting measures may fail if the organization is not prepared to use them effectively.

Three participants emphasized the importance of managing routine human-focused reviews, which is a known weakness in compliance standards themselves [83]. P12 complained that their organization does not perform account-access reviews as frequently as their internal policy requires; P24 offered that ac-
cess reviews “don’t work well unless you commit to a routine schedule, and make time to conduct the review.” Additionally, P24 warned that change-control review boards “can become extremely bureaucratic and provide the opportunity for non-decision makers to become gatekeepers that slow down the process.” Of note, P24 indicated that missed change-control board response deadlines significantly delayed approvals for a new security platform. These comments suggest that perceived complementary measures sometimes reify problems with baseline standards (as implemented) rather than alleviating them.

**Keeping complementary measures relevant is difficult.** A key weakness of compliance is staying up to date with current technology and best practices [33], but perceived complementary measures often struggle with the same challenge. In total, 13 participants warned about the difficulties of keeping complementary measures relevant.

Participants argued that organizations should ensure training and exercises are congruent with the current threat landscape to maximize effectiveness (n=3). P16, expressing their frustrations with live security training, stated “We let morons design them. They are not grounded in reality and are at least five years behind [current] threats.”

**Information does not equate to actionable intelligence.** Ten participants reported that their organizations struggle to act on the information gained from implemented complementary measures (n=10), with four complaints specifically focused on threat intelligence (n=4).

Participant P16 lamented “information overload,” indicating that their organization’s implementation of threat intelligence “is neither timely, nor actionable. It is designed to give the illusion of insight, without forcing meaningful change.” P17’s organization likewise “struggles to quickly integrate paid vendor intel into our analysis systems,” and similarly, P13 has “yet to see any complementary measures taken based on threat intel.” P19 mentions that information overload of this kind can delay responses: “current models for developing and evaluating threat intelligence have been successful in timely development of information but have not provided sufficient time to mitigate across the domain.” This sentiment corroborates prior findings that return-on-investment for threat intelligence varies [61].

Outside of threat intelligence, P24 warns that information is not sufficient when it is not used properly: “Logs from agents may not be collected properly or reviewed by personnel with the proper training.”

**V. Discussion**

In this paper, we examine how U.S. organizations supplement perceived shortcomings of their digital-security compliance programs. We find that security professionals rely on a wide range of perceived complementary measures to address the threats their organizations face. While many security professionals described their experiences with effective methods of complementing compliance, they also reported numerous inefficiencies and challenges that can occur when implementing perceived complementary measures.

Based on these results, we make some recommendations for improving both compliance standards themselves and the ways that organizations try to supplement them. These advice, which should be interpreted in the context of the limitations discussion in Section [III-D] are designed to support practitioners who think their compliance programs are insufficient, regardless of whether the shortcoming originates in the standard itself or in the organization’s implementation of it.

**Integrating complementary measures into compliance.** Our work echoes others in finding that compliance standards are perceived as insufficient on their own, leading many organizations to introduce complementary measures.

Section [IV-C] shows that, in many cases, these perceived complementary measures can effectively reduce organizations’ attack surface. Complementary measures that gain significant adoption and acceptance are promising candidates for incorporation back into revised compliance standards as requirements. Standards authors should formalize mechanisms for audited organizations to provide feedback about the complementary measures they are using, why they are using them, and how well they are working. This feedback would enable standards authors to observe trends at scale and identify generalizable benefits for participating organizations, while still taking into account concerns about overwhelming smaller organizations with more requirements before deciding what to add [9].

Moreover, such feedback could help standards authors identify instances where multiple organizations are misinterpreting requirements and incorrectly perceiving some controls as complementary. This would provide an opportunity for standards bodies to make clarifications that would improve compliance fidelity overall.

Documenting complementary measures’ use cases also provides an opportunity to assist with compliance compatibility. Specifically, standards can be written to directly recognize that going beyond baseline compliance is often perceived as desirable or even necessary. Here, standards authors can create provisions that require organizations to document and carefully manage any perceived complementary measures they implement, without explicitly prescribing what those measures might be, and without simply expanding the standard to include all measures that might be useful, which would quickly become unwieldy. This would be similar to guidelines provided by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration [32].

In particular, standards could require that organizations (and therefore auditors) ensure: (1) a holistic management program is in place, (2) any perceived complementary measures that are implemented are routinely monitored and/or adjusted, (3) employees are provided with requisite training to understand and implement any perceived complementary measures that are adopted, and (4) incidents related to any implemented perceived complementary measures are reported and remediated. This approach would allow organizations to decide whether the need for any particular perceived complementary measure is sufficient to be worth the cost of properly managing it. Further, this approach could build in mechanisms for auditors...
to help organizations recognize when what they perceive as complementary measures should instead be treated as included portions of the compliance program.

**Recommendations must come from reputable sources.** Section [IV-C] shows that organizations frequently rely on advice from security tool vendors or external experts such as red teams when deciding to implement perceived complementary measures. But — as this study shows — these sources may not always lead to security benefits: organizations are left to sift through vendors’ “snake oil” solutions, and some implementation strategies fail to address actual security problems. The security operations community could develop a centralized clearinghouse to aggregate data about the efficacy of complementary measures, to help organizations make better implementation decisions and understand what worked well (or poorly) before investing. Anonymizing “success stories” and making them publicly available may also help overcome common security secrecy [100].

**Keeping pace with evolving threats and technologies.** Compliance programs struggle with agility and responsiveness to evolving threats and technologies — often driving organizations to implement complementary measures. Efforts to make compliance standards more responsive could reduce the need for perceived complementary measures; but, as others have noted, rapid compliance changes may have negative organizational impacts, particularly in organizations with fewer resources [63], [83].

Our findings suggest that some perceived complementary measures suffer similarly from insufficient timeliness. When not implemented carefully, use of complementary measures can move the problem of outdated solutions to a new arena, outside compliance standards but still creating risks. It is important for decision-makers to understand that responsiveness is a systemic issue and compliance is not solely to blame.

**Organizational factors are critically important.** Although our participants generally believe that complementary measures are helpful, when these measures are not planned for, they may fail to fill security gaps or induce new problems. Organizations must choose their perceived complementary measures carefully to align with actual need, plan for end-to-end use cases prior to implementation, and routinely revisit them to ensure they remain up to date and correct.

Here, we offer a slight modification to an old adage: if a thing is worth doing, it is worth doing well and **routinely**. Throughout Section [V-D] we find instances of organizations investing in perceived complementary measures but not following through on required security tasks, such as buying new security platforms and failing to actually use them, missing critical security events because analysts failed to check logs, or delaying the approval of a much-needed security platform because a change-review board missed their response deadline. Routine checkups, reassessments, and deadlines can help eliminate these problems.

Our participants report that organizations sometimes choose to spend money on new perceived complementary controls that may or may not be relevant, rather than understand why their current security strategy failed. Instead of triaging a problem and potentially identifying a training or configuration deficiency, purchasing new equipment or services is sometimes seen as a better demonstration that the security team is “doing something” about the issue. Organizations should consider a broader range of possible mediators and optimize complementary measures against actual observed threats or gaps.

Lastly, organizations need to have support in place prior to deploying complementary measures. Participants reported instances of perceived complementary measures generating information (e.g., vulnerability disclosure, threat intelligence, or security logs) without a plan for how to process the data. Similarly, participants reported cases where training and skills mismatches inhibit the efficacy of complementary measures such as threat hunting. Prior work suggests that investing in employee training and planning carefully for end-to-end use cases could help to avoid these issues [5], [30], [34], [40], [51], [54], [82], [86], [87]. As with agility, management problems related to security controls are systemic and cannot be blamed solely on challenges with compliance standards themselves.

**Future work: A deeper look.** Our single participant from the financial sector believed that finance-related standards provided sufficient threat coverage, in part because of the sheer quantity of applicable standards. While we obviously cannot generalize from one participant, we did find their confidence notable. Future research could specifically explore the efficacy of financial-sector compliance programs, to understand whether this view is widely held. If so, researchers could further investigate which features of financial-sector compliance make it more effective, and to what extent these features could be extended to other sectors.

Additionally, our study focused on U.S.-based organizations, participants, and compliance standards. Future studies should attempt to determine if findings from U.S. organizations generalize to organizations in various global markets.

**VI. Conclusion**

While compliance is a critical aspect of an organization’s digital security, it is far from a panacea. Organizations consistently identify gaps in the security guarantees they obtain from compliance — gaps that may arise from problems with the standards themselves, or from local implementations of them. Regardless of their source, these gaps expose the organization and its users to risk of an attack. Thus, organizations implement what they believe to be complementary measures beyond compliance; while these efforts offer benefits, they also often face organizational inertia and risk. We hope that our results will spur the development of improved compliance mandates that acknowledge that organizations will often want to implement complementary measures, and that provide guidance for accommodating these dynamic organizational needs while maintaining oversight of the overall security posture.
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APPENDIX A
SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE

• Does your organization adhere to any form of mandatory compliance standard or regulatory controls?
• Which compliance standards does your organization deal with?
• Does your organization believe compliance is sufficient to protect your systems and data? (Yes, maybe no)
• Does your organization employ proactive security controls to address threats not covered by compliance programs?
• If yes, please describe unaddressed threats.
• Please select which of the following proactive measures your organization uses to complement (in addition to) compliance programs. Please do not select controls required by compliance programs that your organization follows. (Multiple selection options: vulnerability disclosure or bug bounty programs, machine learning and other statistical analysis, threat modeling, tabletop security training exercises, live security training exercises, threat intelligence, threat hunting, regular searches to ascertain the presence of a previously undetected adversary or compromise, endpoint threat detection and response solutions, change control reviews/panels, sandboxing, zero clients/one-time-use systems, integrity review of data and application updates, periodic access reviews, multi-factor authentication, multi-factor physical access, hands-on training, on-the-job mentorship security training, on-the-job peer partnering training, others: (fill-in-the-blank), None of the above)
• Enter loop for each item:
  – Is this security control required by compliance?
  – Why did you / your organization decide to implement this control?
  – On a scale from 1 to 5, with 5 being the highest rating, how well has this control worked out for your organization? (1-5)

• What worked (or did not work) well about this control?
• How do you ensure this measure is compatible with compliance controls (or if not, why not)?
• How often do you reassess this control’s effectiveness? (Daily, once a week, once a month, every few months, yearly, never)
• How does your organization prioritize which proactive measures you are going to invest in? What are the key factors?
• Demographics
  – What is the highest level of school you have completed or the highest degree you have received?
  – Please select the option that best categorizes your organization’s constituency or clientele: (Security Engineer, Security Analyst, Management, Compliance/Governance, SME, Developer)
  – Please specify the estimated size of your organization.
  – Please specify the estimated size of your constituency or clientele.
  – How many organizations do you support?

APPENDIX B
DEMOGRAPHICS AND CODEBOOK

The demographics and codebook are available at https://gist.github.com/beyond-compliance-study/d124de07b3ac1739cc9bd28622e57c28

The demographics table details the collected demographics of each participant. Clientele size (C/S) indicates the number of supported customers, whereas the number of reported supported organizations (S/O) indicates how many external organizations that the company supports.

The codebook contains all the codes with their categories, explanations, and also, related examples from the data.

APPENDIX C
LIST OF REPORTED COMPLIANCE STANDARDS

Table [V] details the reported compliance standards used by study participants.

APPENDIX D
REPORTED MEASURES

Table [X] lists all the complementary measures reported by our participants, organized according to the four high-level categories.
TABLE IV: Reported compliance standards used by our participants. * indicates standards provided in the ‘other’ survey field.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Prevalence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Training and exercises</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hands-on training</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-the-job mentoring</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tabletop</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Live security</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-the-job peering</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal phishing exercises*</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human-focused reviews</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Periodic access reviews</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change control</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threat modeling</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrity review</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incident response playbooks*</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE V: All complementary measures reported by our participants, organized into four high-level categories. * indicates measures provided by participants in the ‘other’ field.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Prevalence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Passive defenses</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-factor authentication</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zero clients</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sandboxing</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End-to-end encryption*</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsegmentation*</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continually evolving defenses</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endpoint detection and response</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threat hunting</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threat intelligence</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vulnerability disclosure / bug bounty</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical access barriers</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine learning</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dogfooding*</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE VI: Cumulative Link Mixed Model Factors.

Our Cumulative Link Mixed Model took into account fixed and random effects (Table VI). The fixed effect was the set of all complementary measure categories and the random effect was the participant set, forming the mixed effect input. The random effect includes duplicate identification numbers, since participants chose more than one control to discuss, and multiple participants could choose the same control. We compared each category of complementary measure to the baseline, passive defenses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contrast</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PD - CED</td>
<td>2.170</td>
<td>&lt;.0001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD - TE</td>
<td>1.807</td>
<td>0.0046*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD - HFR</td>
<td>1.679</td>
<td>0.0068*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CED - TE</td>
<td>-0.363</td>
<td>0.8321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CED - HFR</td>
<td>-0.491</td>
<td>0.6279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TE - HFR</td>
<td>-0.128</td>
<td>0.9934</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PD = Passive Defenses  CED = Continually Evolving Defenses  TE = Training and Exercises  HFR = Human-focused Reviews

*Statistically significant

TABLE VII: Contrasts and estimates between combinations of proactive control groups.

In Table VII we provide contrast values between all combinations of control groups that shows the satisfaction level difference estimates between the control groups and the associated p-value that indicates significance.
Fig. 4: Sankey diagram demonstrating the relationship between compliance standards and complementary measures. On the left are the compliance standards, and on the right are the complementary measures. The width of the line between the two sides represent the number of times our participants mentioned using the complementary measure when also following the compliance standard. Note that participants could indicate that they require compliance with multiple standards, and therefore any complementary measures that they use would go to all standards that they reported.